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INTRODUCTION

Dear Business owner and friend,

Did you know that the average person receives 121 emails a day? On top of that, the cost of digital 
advertising is on the rise and the market is becoming increasingly saturated. Consumers encounter 
thousands of messages a day; from the moment they wake up, the average person is completely inundated 
with advertising. It’s in the apps that we use, the websites we read, the podcasts we listen to, the emails we 
receive, and even in the video games we play. 

We're inundated, overloaded, and too darn busy. This makes it really hard to connect with others...and even 
harder to build meaningful relationships. 

And if you’re selling to these overwhelmed individuals...

...and not building relationships, you’re losing money. 

Your clients leave you faster, they’re less profitable, and less likely to bring you more customers through 
referrals. 

Bottom line, if you don't have a portfolio of strong relationships, you don't have a business.  

At Greetabl, we pride ourselves on having world-class customer relationships. When my co-founder and I 
started Greetabl, we knew that surprise and delight would be the foundation of everything we did. It’s not 
just a buzzword or a sales strategy for us – it’s a way of life. 

This dedication to putting our customers first has served us well. We’ve sold hundreds of thousands of 
personalized gifts, but - more importantly - we’ve also grown a dedicated audience of raving fans. Greetabl 
has over 1,000 perfect 5-star reviews on Google and a 77 NPS score. What’s the secret to our success? It’s 
actually pretty simple: we take every opportunity to show our customers that we care. That’s more powerful 
than any traditional marketing strategy! 

I hope you find the following report useful–and maybe a bit challenging. That’s how you know you’re growing. 
Please keep in touch and let us know how your journey is going.

Joe Fischer

http://greetabl.com
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INTRODUCTION

How to Use This Report

This report is your guide to building a surprise and delight strategy that will work for your business. 
It draws from the experiences of other business owners just like you to provide you with the tools 
you need to build a Strategic Surprise & DelightTM program that is doable, scalable, and totally in 
line with your core values.

Use this report to evaluate your current approach to customer acquisition and retention. Part one 
will highlight why businesses need Strategic Surprise & DelightTM to survive in today’s increasingly 
noisy market. Then parts two and three will empower you to execute what you’ve learned. We 
designed this report to be a practical resource that you can reference on an ongoing basis as you 
work to grow your business. Let’s get started! 

http://greetabl.com
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Strategic Surprise & DelightTM

1
PART 1
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Why Strategic Surprise & Delight?

It’s no surprise to hear that our world is changing – and fast. It may be a bit more surprising to 
realize that, in the 21st century, our world is changing faster than it ever has before. 

Think about this fact: human beings now consume over 34 gigabytes of information a day – we are 
essentially loading our brains with the equivalent of an iPhone worth of data. That is a stunning 
statistic with implications for how all of us succeed in business and in life.

Now, contrast that phenomenal growth in our environment with the snail-like pace of human 
evolution, and you start to see where some issues may arise. You see, despite all of our 
technological innovation, the human brain is basically the same as it was 200,000 years ago. As the 
founder of XPRIZE foundation, Peter Diamandis, says, “We haven’t had a software or hardware 
upgrade in two million years.” Today, we are exposed to things that our brains don’t know how to 
process. 

It’s no wonder that many people struggle in modern society – we are literally not adapted to our 
environment. A human being today is overloaded with information, inundated with data, and almost 
constantly staring at screens. In fact, Forbes found that the average American sees up to 10,000 
ads a day! This wreaks havoc on our brains leaving us feeling overwhelmed and disconnected. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

http://greetabl.com
https://www.tech21century.com/the-human-brain-is-loaded-daily-with-34-gb-of-information/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2017/08/25/finding-brand-success-in-the-digital-world/#10788331626e
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In other words, your clients and prospects are bombarded every day with new messages, 
more products to consider, and literally thousands of decisions to make, leaving them feeling 
overwhelmed and disconnected. 

Layer on top of this worrisome employment trends like outsourcing and automation, and you have 
a recipe for STRESS, which is considered to be the basic cause of over 60% of human illnesses.

So what are our brains adapted to deal with? In a word: relationships. We are outstanding at 
creating, categorizing, and understanding complex relationships. We are, after all, social creatures, 
and this skill was essential to survival in a world where cooperation and trust meant food and 
security whereas isolation and deception meant almost certain death.

Understanding and utilizing our innate ability to foster relationships can be both personally and 
professionally rewarding. You see, somewhere along the line business lost its humanity in the 
name of so-called progress. Some “enlightened” predecessors of ours applied the same exacting 
scientific processes that lead to advances in science and technology to the principles of business. 
This led to some wonderful advancements in products and processes, but also left us with 
undignified war metaphors and the sleazy salesman archetype. 

The simple fact is, people don’t buy from businesses, they buy from people. Whether you like it or 
not, you’re in the people business! Understanding this simple point and acting intentionally on it 
may be the most important thing you do to grow your business. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

http://greetabl.com
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-stress-affects-the-body_b_2422522?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAALlVpygo_M17x11SDFf0edzcYdGfywWGzo6_zi4qoT3udWdVaZlxq7cykz8k04Yr_6snEROxzRdlCyYhx7NkVA1IJp-aiTw_L0spZCItqdJ0H4yjGv_lQgxB3eLJ1sDYvtTwcHWvnfVq-gUWc_EliciZg1ZfX8MZC1JBPPMcVSQ3
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How to Succeed in the People Business

If the people we are trying to sell to connect with are inundated with ads, overloaded with 
information, and constantly staring at a screen, what are we to do? 

Spending money on traditional marketing activities means you are trying to play the same game 
the largest companies in the world are playing...with a fraction of their multi-billion dollar budget. 
After all, we’re all competing for the same thing: consumer’s attention. Surely, this is an uphill 
battle at best. 

Just look at the cost of advertising, as an example. The industry-standard measure, CPMs, or cost 
per one thousand impressions, has skyrocketed by over 122% in 2018 alone. This means every 
additional dollar you spend on advertising doesn’t go quite as far as the last. Plus, once you start, 
you have to keep up the spend in order to see results–it becomes almost like a merry-go-round 
that you can’t get off. 

What if you could grow your business in a way that didn’t depend on advertising or a sales 
technique that left you barely able to look yourself in the mirror? A way that leverages our own 
human nature to produce better results, faster? Better yet, what if it were actually fun and 
fulfilling while allowing you to earn an outstanding reputation in your industry? 

Enter Strategic Surprise & DelightTM. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

http://greetabl.com
https://streetfightmag.com/2019/08/29/3-reasons-facebook-cpms-are-exploding/#.Xe_df5NKiL9
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What is Strategic Surprise & Delight?

Strategic Surprise & DelightTM is a philosophy that prioritizes the company’s relationships with the 
individuals with whom it conducts business, be they customers, prospects, employees, suppliers, 
etc. It focuses on the people in these various roles, over the blanket constituency they represent. In 
other words, Strategic Surprise & DelightTM is about relationships with people!

At its core, Strategic Surprise & DelightTM is about building authentic relationships in a scalable 
and sustainable way that benefits everyone involved, including the business itself. It applies the 
best of human psychology, evolutionary biology, sound business principles, and cutting edge 
technology to create a Strategic Surprise & DelightTM process to unlock the full potential of a 
successful business. 

There are thousands of ways to build relationships (and, spoiler alert: you’re probably already doing 
some of them!). But according to Fast Company, there are seven relationship habits that the most 
successful people practice: 

1.  Become a good listener 

2.  Ask questions to make sure you understand their perspective

3.  Pay attention to the whole person (not just the words they are saying) 

4.  Remember things that are important to them

5.  Be consistent and manage your emotions

6.  Be open when the time is right 

7.  Be genuine and comfortable in your own skin.

Even if building relationships with others isn't one of your strengths, you can still learn to connect 
with your customers in a meaningful and authentic way. Just as you had to practice your skills 
of managing a budget, developing your product or services, and running your business, you can 
perfect your relationship-building skills with time and intention. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

http://greetabl.com
https://www.fastcompany.com/3041774/7-key-habits-for-building-better-relationships
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How to Implement Strategic Surprise & DelightTM

It’s hard to argue with the concept of Strategic Surprise & DelightTM – there’s just too much 
evidence that backs it up; plus, it just feels right. But how do you actually implement this approach 
in a way that moves the needle for your business (without driving yourself crazy!)? 

First, and most importantly, you must commit to making Strategic Surprise & DelightTM your 
way of life. It must be authentic. This is not a get-rich-quick scheme – you’re adopting Strategic 
Surprise & DelightTM because you truly believe that it’s the right thing to do for your customers, 
other stakeholders, and yourself. If you’re faking interest or feigning consideration, your people will 
sniff it out and feel manipulated instead of appreciated. 

With that warning out of the way, there is a 10 step process for implementing a Strategic Surprise 
& DelightTM program. It requires an upfront investment of time and energy to think hard about 
your goals as well as the desired outcomes for your people, be they customers, prospects, or other 
stakeholders. Like any good investment, this effort will pay huge dividends over time. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

  1.  Set clear goals and create a vision 

  2.  Deeply understand your customers (or other stakeholders) 

  3.  Identify the unique value you want your brand to be known for

  4.  Set your budget 

  5.  Decide your activities 

  6.  Review (at least) annually

6 STEPS TO IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIC SURPRISE & DELIGHT TM

http://greetabl.com
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Strategy Guide
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Strategic Surprise & DelightTM Pledge
Print this pledge out and have everyone in your organization sign it. This may sound cheesy, but 
having 100% alignment is the easiest way to set your team up for success, and to guarantee that 
your customers will have powerful, authentic, and memorable experiences with your brand. 

I, ____________________________, will put the customer first. 
I will build authentic relationships with our customers and 
I will make Strategic Surprise & DelightTM the baseline for 
every action I take. 

SIGNATURE DATE

STRATEGY GUIDE

We completely understand if developing an entirely new process (and rethinking some 
fundamentals of how you do business) feels like too much to take on right now. You can still 
get started with Strategic Surprise & DelightTM in a few quick steps. 

First, pick two things to do for every client. Make sure one of them takes less than 5 minutes! 
Second, make an appointment with yourself in 3 months to tackle the rest of this strategy guide. 

Feeling Overwhelmed? Quick Start Here!

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Selecting Strategic Surprise & DelightTM Activities

It’s important that the activities you choose to incorporate into your Surprise & Delight strategy 
are in line with your brand, feasible for your team to execute, and authentic to your customers.  

Circle the activities that would work best for your brand: 

Get coffee with them

Send a 
handwritten note 

Greet them by name 

Recognize important 
personal dates and 

achievements

Ask customers about 
their families, hobbies, 
interests, and careers

Go above and beyond to 
solve problems (or prevent 
them before they happen!)

Listen to what 
your fans are saying about 

you on social media and 
respond with fun rewards  

Give your loyal fans 
early access to sales, 

promotions, new features, 
or new products

Offer freebies and 
giveaways occasionally  

Make personal 
phone calls 

Call or send an email 
when you notice your 

customer in the news, or if 
you notice they just had a 

personal milestone

Give your customers a way 
to talk to an actual person 

when they have an issue
 

Deliver homemade 
cookies or other treats 
just because you care

Retweet them or engage 
with their Instagram posts 

and stories

Send them a “just 
because” gift

Celebrate them 
on their birthday 

Invite them to participate 
in a VIP Facebook group 

or email list 

Do something to welcome 
them back from a vacation 

Notify them personally 
when something they were 
interested in comes back 
in stock (or is about to go 

out of stock) 

Send a unique and 
personalized gift  

Record a video message to 
share with them

Thank them on 
social media for 

#ThankYouThursday
 

Send video email 
responses 

Give gifts for fun, unique, 
or silly holidays 

Provide free worksheets, 
help guides, webinars, or 

other training 

Send a gift card to 
a restaurant or local 
attraction that they 

mentioned 

Thank them for 
their business on the 

anniversary of the first 
time they purchased 

from you 

Make a donation in their 
name to a charitable 

organization they care 
about

Show up at events 
they spearhead or are 

passionate about

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Now, take a look at the activities you circled and identify how much EFFORT they will take and how 
much IMPACT they will have. Fill in this quadrant chart, putting the activities with the most effort 
on the left side, and the activities with the highest impact near the top. 

MORE LESS

EFFORT

L
O

W
H

IG
H

IM
P

A
C

T
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STRATEGY GUIDE

After identifying which activities make the most sense for your brand, it’s also helpful to determine 
a few different points in the customer journey where should prioritize Strategic Surprise & 
DelightTM. Think about the typical lifetime of experiences a customer has with your brand. 

What are the key moments in which you could include Strategic Surprise & DelightTM? 
Circle all that apply:

Prospecting/
exploration stage



Booking


 
Purchase
 

After purchase
 

During service
 

Check-In process
 

Birthdays (or half 
birthdays!)


Anniversaries 


Weddings 


Engagements 


Birth or adoption of a child 


After completing 
a project together

 

During a crisis (coping with 
a fire, illness, or accident)

 

Referral 


When there is a complaint 


Anniversary of 
service or purchase with 

your company 


Holiday season 


Unusual special days 
(Best Friends Day, 

Wear Red Day)


A major personal 
achievement (running a 

marathon, starting a new 
business, graduation)

 

After a death 
(of person or pet)

 

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Set a Budget

As a rule of thumb, set aside somewhere between 5-15% of your revenue for Strategic Surprise 
& DelightTM. To decide how much you should spend, consider the average amount of money 
each customer spends with you, your average purchase frequency, and what percentage of your 
business is made up of referrals or comes from reviews. The higher the lifetime value of your 
customers, the more you should be spending on Strategic Surprise & DelightTM. But even if your 
average customer only purchases with you one time and the ticket value is relatively low, you may 
still want to dedicate a larger percentage of your budget to Strategic Surprise & DelightTM. Why? 
Because happy customers are more likely to refer you to others, post about your brand on social 
media, and leave positive reviews. 

The right budget will depend on your business and your customers, and you know your business 
better than anyone. Do what’s right for you and remember that you can always adjust your budget 
along the way as you discover what works best for your audience. 

Establish a Process

For Strategic Surprise & DelightTM to work, it needs to be personal – but it also needs to be 
feasible. This is where many businesses fall short, and as a result, they never see a clear payoff 
from their efforts. Starting a Strategic Surprise & DelightTM program without having a clear plan to 
overcome this obstacle is like starting with one foot out the door. The key is to build a process that 
empowers you to customize and personalize your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM activities in 
a trackable, repeatable, and scalable way. 

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Process Chart
To build your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM process, make a list of each of the activities you want 
to implement. Then, note who will be responsible for each tactic, how frequently it needs to be 
done, how much time you need to accomplish it, what level of personalization it requires, and what, 
if any, tools you have in place that could help you keep track of the tactic. This chart will become 
the foundation of your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM process! 

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

HOW

TIME 
& COST

ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY 3

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Second, identify ways you can create personal touchpoints, without having to reinvent the wheel 
every day for each customer. Use these questions to get you started: 

Next, you will need a clear policy outlining exactly how the tactic should be applied in different 
situations. Having this clear direction from the start will make it easier to ensure that you don’t 
miss critical opportunities. It also empowers you to scale up your strategy if you add new team 
members, or delegate certain activities in the future, because your employees will be able to hit 
the ground running with your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM efforts. 

What data do you have about your customers? How could you leverage that data to personalize 
your client communications? 

What steps in your customer journey are the least personal right now? 

List three simple ways you can add a level of (scalable) personalization to the steps you listed 
in the previous question:

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Finally, create an implementation timeline with clearly defined tasks, due dates, and project 
owners. Use the chart you created earlier as the baseline for what should be included in your 
timeline, and make sure you include steps to review your progress along the way. You can use this 
simple template to get started, or use a program like Asana. 

ACTIVITY DUE DATE BUDGET OWNER COMPLETED Y/N

PHASE 1

ACTIVITY DUE DATE BUDGET OWNER COMPLETED Y/N

PHASE 2

ACTIVITY DUE DATE BUDGET OWNER COMPLETED Y/N

PHASE 3

http://greetabl.com
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Develop a ‘Signature Thing’

What is your brand’s Unique Marketing Proposition? 
Your Unique Marketing Proposition (UMP) is the thing that sets you apart from your competitors. 
Think about how you position your business to consumers. It should boil down to one, concise 
statement that differentiates you from everyone else in the market. What is the one thing that you 
want people to think of when they think of your brand?

You already know that your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM efforts should feel authentic. One way 
to keep authenticity at the heart of your strategy is to develop a ‘signature thing’ that resonates 
with your brand identity and is consistently well received by your customers. It may take some time 
to perfect this, but this worksheet will help you get started. 

Connect your Unique Marketing Proposition to your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM. 
Since your UMP is the one thing you want consumers to know about your brand, it’s important 
for it to be reflected in your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM. For example, if you owned a fitness 
business that is known for celebrating positive body image, you would want to connect your 
Strategic Surprise & DelightTM efforts to that message. You could repost body positive posts 
from customers on social media, or send gifts that celebrate body positivity.

How can your Strategic Surprise & DelightTM be an extension of your UMP?

What important messages tie back to your brand?

http://greetabl.com
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Based on the answers you wrote above, check off the occasions that best align with your brand: 

Referral


 
When there is 

a complaint 


Valentines day


 
Chinese New Year



 
Mother’s Day/
Father’s Day 



 
Halloween


  

Birthdays (or half 
birthdays!)


 
Anniversaries 



 

Anniversary of 
service or purchase with 

your company


After completing 
a project together 

 

Friendship Day


 
Thanksgiving 



 
International 
Women’s Day



  
Daylight Savings  



 

Weddings 


 Engagements 


 
Birth or adoption 

of a child


  

Purchase 


After purchase 


Booking 


May Day


 
Sweetest Day



 
Easter 


 
First day of Summer 



 
World Gratitude Day 



 

After a death 
(of person or pet) 



 
During a crisis (coping with 
a fire, illness, or accident)



  

During service 


Check-In process


National Good 
Neighbor Day 



 
Back to school



  
National [insert your 

industry] Day 


 
Holiday season



 

A major personal 
achievement (running a 

marathon, starting a new 
business, graduation) 



 

CUSTOMER JOURNEY

HOLIDAYS

LIFE EVENTS

http://greetabl.com
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STRATEGY GUIDE

Now, based on your answers about your brand, brainstorm 10 different activities that might 
be a good fit for one of the occasions you selected above. Refer back to the chart you created 
earlier to help pick activities that will have the biggest impact for your brand and are the most 
feasible to implement.

http://greetabl.com
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Steal These Workflows
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STEAL THESE WORKFLOWS

Welcome / Booking Workflow: 

Anniversary Workflow: 

1.  Send welcome email with survey 

2. Create calendar events and follow up tasks for the project 

3.  Send a welcome gift to the client 

4.  Call to check in on timelines 

5.  Send an email to let the client know I’m excited for their project 

6.  Move the project into the “Active Client” workflow 

1.  355 days after the first purchase/event/service: send an anniversary gift to the client

2.  362 days after the first purchase/event/service: call the client to wish them a happy 
       service-anniversary   

3.  365 days after the first purchase/event/service: repost the blog from this project 
       to social media (if applicable)  

4.  385 days after the first purchase/event/service: email the client to ask for a referral 
       or schedule a new service 

http://greetabl.com
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STEAL THESE WORKFLOWS

A Year of Strategic Surprise & Delight Workflow:

1.  January: Send a New Years email

2.  February: Post a #ThankYouThursday message on social media 

3.  March: Text clients to check-in (with no sales agenda)

4.  April: Get coffee with a few of your best clients

5.  May: Call clients to wish a happy Mother’s Day

6.  June: Give clients a VIP promotion 

7.  July: Do a social media shoutout for one of your best customers 

8.  August: Send a gift for Just Because Day

9.  September: Email clients with an educational article

10.  October: Send a Starbucks gift card for International Coffee Day

11.  November: Donate to a charity in their name for World Kindness Day 

12.  December: Send Holiday gifts

http://greetabl.com
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About Greetabl

CONCLUSION & RESOURCES

If you aren’t investing in your client relationships, you are leaving money on the table (and not 
having as much fun!). It’s that simple. Today’s consumers are suffering from information overload, 
fatigued by traditional marketing tactics, and can spot inauthenticity from a mile a way. If your 
business is to survive and thrive in the tidal wave of increasing CPMs and unending screen time, 
you get to put your customers at the center of everything you do. 

And remember - consumers are smart! They will know if you are not fully committed to Strategic 
Surprise & DelightTM. This will need to become the backbone of your business and should shape 
every decision you make. But the good news is that dedicating yourself to your customers and their 
needs is easier than it sounds and will pay off in spades over time. For you and your customers!  

Ready to take the next step? Schedule a call with one of our Strategic Surprise & DelightTM 
Specialists for a free strategy consultation. 

Greetabl provides unique gifts your clients will love. In a few clicks, turn your photos info a 
greeting card that doubles as a gift box. Select from gift cards, chocolates and more to complete 
your perfect gift. Starting at less that $20 per gift, Greetabl is the ideal partner for a scalable 
Strategic Surprise and DelightTM program. 

http://greetabl.com
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CONCLUSION & RESOURCES

Additional Resources

The Human Brain is Loaded Daily with 34 GB of Information

Finding Brand Success In The Digital World

How Stress Affects the Body

3 Reasons Facebook CPMs are Exploding

7 Key Habits For Building Better Relationships

http://greetabl.com
https://www.tech21century.com/the-human-brain-is-loaded-daily-with-34-gb-of-information/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2017/08/25/finding-brand-success-in-the-digital-world/#448f8afb626e
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/how-stress-affects-the-body_b_2422522?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAALlVpygo_M17x11SDFf0edzcYdGfywWGzo6_zi4qoT3udWdVaZlxq7cykz8k04Yr_6snEROxzRdlCyYhx7NkVA1IJp-aiTw_L0spZCItqdJ0H4yjGv_lQgxB3eLJ1sDYvtTwcHWvnfVq-gUWc_EliciZg1ZfX8MZC1JBPPMcVSQ3
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